In situ observation of the evolution of intragranular acicular ferrite at Mg-containing inclusions in 16Mn Steel
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Abstract: The effects of chemical compositions and austenitizing temperature on the formation of intragranular acicular ferrite (IAF) of 16Mn steel, a grade of low alloying steel with carbon content of 0.13–0.19% and manganese content of 1.20–1.60%, were systematically investigated. The in situ observation of the evolution of IAF at Mg-containing inclusions was carried out using a high-temperature laser scanning confocal microscopy. The results show that trace amount of Mg can induce the IAF nucleation, while the optimum content of Mg is around 0.0022wt%. The appropriate austenitizing temperature is around 1200°C and the optimal prior austenite grain size is about 130μm. The temperature range for IAF transformation is around between 571°C and 627°C, and the time for which is about 12s. The disregistries between Mg-containing inclusions and α-Fe are so small that may act as highly effective nuclei of IAF.
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1. Introduction

Since the late 1960s, it had been recognized that the inclusions in welding metal could change the microstructures of welding seam [1, 2]. Through the study on the welding microstructures of high strength low alloy steel (HSLA), Harrsion and Farrar [3] had found that the oxides inclusions could induce the formation of intragranular acicular ferrite (IAF) to improve the strength and toughness of welding seam. In the 1990s, the Japanese metallurgical scholars proposed the technical theory of “Oxides Metallurgy” based on the function of oxides inclusions in welding seam, which meant that during the process of solidification and cooling, the inclusions could be the nucleating cores for sulphides, nitrides, carbides and IAF under certain conditions, so that the grain was refined to improve the toughness and strength of steel [4-7]. Lots of studies have indicated that the inclusions, such as Ti, Al and Zr oxides, Ti, Nb and V carbonitrides, would contribute to the IAF nucleation, and the optimal heterogeneous nucleus was Ti2O3 [8-11]. So far, oxides metallurgy technology has already become an effective way to improve the performance of C-Mn steel, thick plate steel, low carbon non-tempered steel, HSLA and the heat affected zone (HAZ) of weld metal [12].

Generally speaking, the pinning effect of TiN particle is utilized on primary austenite grain (PAG) in the process of welding [13]. However, with the development of large heat input welding technology and increasingly stringent demand for composition control of steels, Ti oxides metallurgy cannot meet this...
requirement. On the one hand, part of TiN particles will be redissolved into the matrix when the heating or welding temperature rises up to 1623K. Owing to lack of suitable heterogeneous nuclei during resolidification, the austenite grain rapidly grow up and the welding performance of steels decrease remarkably [14,15]. On the other hand, the percentage of Ti in some steels is limited, for example, in order to improve the fatigue life of bearing steel, the Ti content must be controlled below 0.005wt%. However, it is too small to play an effective role in inducing the nucleation of IAF. Therefore, it is necessary to find some other elements for oxides metallurgy.

Recently, growing concerns have been focused on the addition of trace Mg into the steel deoxidized by Ti. C.-H.Chang et al. [16] and Han S.Kim et al. [17] who have studied separately the effect of Mg on the variation of inclusions and microstructures during the solidification of steel after deoxidized by Mn-Si-Ti. The results indicated that, with the increasing of Mg, the inclusions were changed as follows: Ti2O3(core)+ MnS (periphery)→MgTiO3(core)+MnS(periphery)→MgO(core)+MnS(periphery). Meanwhile, the microstructures of as-cast steels were obviously refined, which contained large numbers of acicular ferrites (AF). Therefore, it could be concluded that trace Mg was good for the heterogeneous nucleation of AF. Through the thermal simulation experiment, CHAI Fen et al. [18] have studied the influences of Mg on the microstructures and impact toughness of the coarse grain heat affected zone(CGHAZ) in the Ti deoxidized steel, and derived that trace Mg (about 0.002wt %) was able to refine the Ti-based inclusions, which resulted in high volume percent of AF in CGHAZ. The Japanese Nippon Steel took advantage of abundant high melting point Mg(O,S), which sizes were as small as 10~100nm, to prevent the growth of the austenitic grain and promote a lot of IAF formation in the process of large heat input welding. So the low-temperature toughness of HAZ was improved significantly [19].

The formation of IAF in steel was influenced by various factors, such as the composition of inclusions, the amount and size of inclusions, the cooling rate, and the parent austenite grain size (PAGS) and so on[20]. Some reports [21,22] pointed out that when the PAGS reached the optimum value, the volume fraction of IAF reached the maximum. For the steel deoxidized by Ti, the relationship between the relative nucleation ability of IAF and PAGS obeyed substantially to C-curve, and it was considered that the best PAGS was among 180-190μm. The study explored by Lee [23] also showed that it contributed to the stable formation of IAF if the PAGS was more than 100μm. Barbaro et al. [21] had found that it could benefit for the IAF precipitation when the PAGS was around 100 μm. Thus, it is concluded that the best PAGS in favor of IAF formation are different for the different types of steels.

In the present paper, using 16Mn steel as a raw material, the effects of chemical compositions, austenitizing temperature and characteristics of inclusions on the nucleation and growth of IAF in 16Mn steel were systematically investigated. The in situ observation of the formation of IAF at Mg-containing inclusions was carried out using a high-temperature laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), which gave direct evidence and kinetic information of IAF. The type of inclusions was clarified by analysis of Factsage software and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Finally, the mechanisms of the formation of IAF were discussed based on the above experiments.
2. Experimental procedure

16Mn steel (6.5kg) was melted at 1873K in a vacuum induction furnace (100 kHz), which oxygen content is around 120-130 mass ppm. (% and ppm represent mass% and mass ppm, respectively, hereinafter.) After the melting was completed, the initially dissolved oxygen was measured by solid electrolyte oxygen probe, which was around 90ppm. The content of Mg was adjusted by packing the SiMg alloy powders (20wt%Mg and 60wt%Si) on the thin pontil and inserting them into the melt. Then the melt was immediately stirred for 10s using an Al2O3 rod and casted into a pig-iron mold followed by cooling down at an average rate of 3K·s⁻¹. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of prepared samples. The range of Mg content was 0.0013%~0.0054%, which labeled No.2, No.3 and No.4 respectively. For comparison, the original sample was melt with the same method, and which was marked as No.1. Subsequently, the cast ingots were per-forged at 1473K and finish-forged at 1173K to 20 mm diameter bar and then cooled by air cooling. The samples before and after forged were sectioned from the middle with the size of φ10×12mm. They were mechanically ground, polished, prepared as metallographic samples and then subjected to various analyses. The method of quantitative statistics of inclusions in samples was adopted under the 800 times field of view for optical microscope. The morphology and composition of inclusions were examined by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). For observation of the microstructures, the samples were etched for 10-15s using 4% natal, and the average grain size was determined by the linear intercept method.

The in situ observation of microstructure transformation was carried out using a LSCM and an infrared image furnace (IIF). The description of experimental facility was described in detail in the previous research [24, 25]. Fig. 1 shows schematic illustration for the optical system and sample holder in IIF in LSCM system [26]. Due to the acoustic optical deflector, the high scanning rate is as high as 30 frame rate. The samples were machined into disks (7 mm diameter, and 3 mm height), mirror polished, and set into high purity alumina crucible on the platinum holder connected to B type thermocouple. The in situ observation was tested under vacuum condition. The heating cycle is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of three steps: (1) heating up to 1200°C at a rate of 3.3°C/s, (2) austenitizing at 1200°C for 600s and (3) continuously cooling to the room temperature with a cooling rate of -5°C/s. The nucleation and growth of ferrites, the formation of IAF induced by inclusions, and the size of austenite grain at 1200°C was possible to directly observe using this equipment.

Table 1 Chemical compositions of the samples (mass%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>[O]init.</th>
<th>T[O]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The change of inclusions

FactSage, a thermochemical software with an approach of Gibbs energy minimization [27] was used to perform the thermodynamic calculations in this study. The effects of Mg and O content on the stability of inclusions in 16Mn steel were studied, as shown in Fig. 3. The basic chemical compositions are shown as No.3 in the Table 1, and the contents of Mg and O were chosen from 0 to 0.01wt% and 0 to 0.02wt% respectively. It can be seen that the stable inclusion phases change from MgAl2O4+ Mg2SiO4 to MgO with the increasing of Mg in the melt. However, the precipitation of MgS could take place when Mg reaches 0.0034wt% and while O is lower than 0.0045wt%. Therefore, it is not likely to form MgS in the samples; the dominant inclusions could be MgAl2O4,Mg2SiO4 and MgO in this study.
The inclusions size distribution of ingots was studied by optical microscope in the view of 800 times, as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that most of inclusions in No.1 were larger than 2µm, the percentage of inclusions in sizes 2~5µm was 64.4% and the inclusions less than 2µm was only 10.5%. However, the inclusions were fined obviously after treated by SiMg alloy. In sample No.2 and No.3, the inclusions less than 2µm increased to 71.3% and 82.6%, while the sizes of 2~5µm decreased to 21.8% and 12.8%, respectively. However, owing to appreciably increasing of the number density of inclusions, the collision and aggregation of inclusions would take place when Mg content increased to 0.0054%, so the average size of inclusions in sample No.4 was bigger than that in sample No.2 and No.3.

3.2 Change of microstructures

Microstructures of samples No.1–No.4 before forging are shown in Fig. 5. The microstructures of No.1 were mainly polygonal ferrite (PF), which nucleated and grew from the austenite grain boundaries. The pearlite (P) was also observed, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In contrast, the microstructures of No.2, No.3 were refined obviously, which consist mainly of interlocking IAF, PF and part of P, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c). However, the percentage of IAF decreased while the remainder increased in No.4 as shown in Fig. 5(d).
Fig. 5 Microstructures of No.1~No.4 before forging, (a) No.1, 0%Mg; (b) No.2, 0.0013%Mg; (c) No.3, 0.0022%Mg; (d) No.4, 0.0054%Mg

Fig. 6 shows the microstructures of samples after being forged. It can be seen that the microstructures were all refined obviously owing to the effect of forging. The main microstructures of No.1 are block ferrite (BF) and P, and the size of BF was about 20μm, which homogeneously distributed in the entire field of view, as shown in Fig.6(a). It can be seen that the No.2 was refined significantly after adding a small amount of Mg, which consists of BF, IAF and a little of P, as shown in Fig.6(b). When the Mg content in No.3 was increased to 0.0022wt%, a large number of IAF form. Besides, there were a little of intergranular ferrite and P as shown in Fig.6(c). However, the percentage of IAF decreases and BF and P increased when the Mg content in No.4 was increased to 0.0054wt% as shown in Fig.6(d). T. Koseki et al.[28] indicate that IAF development is a result of competition between ferrite nucleation and growth reactions at austenite grain boundary and intragranular inclusion sites. So the inclusion population in steel can dictate the microstructural development. If too few, the formation of IAF is difficult due to the lack of nucleation sites. Whereas too many, owing to collision and growth of inclusions, they will lack the ability to induce the nucleation of IAF, furthermore, which would have great adverse effect on the performance of steel. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that trace amounts of Mg in steel can induce the IAF nucleation. With the increasing of Mg, the numerical density of Mg-containing inclusions increases, so the percentage of IAF in steel greatly increases. However, the optimum content of Mg in the steel is about 0.0022wt%.
3.3 Effect of austenitizing temperature on austenite grain size

The relationship between austenite grain and austenitizing temperature in No.3 was observed by LSCM. The samples were austenitized at 1000, 1100 and 1200℃, and holding for 600s respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the austenite grains grew rapidly with the increasing austenitizing temperature. The average austenite grain size (AGS) was only about 20µm when the temperature was 1000℃ as shown in fig. 7(a). However, when the temperature reached 1100℃, the AGS obviously increased and reached about 100µm as shown in fig. 7(b). The AGS increased to around 130µm with the temperature increase to 1200℃ as shown in fig. 7(c). Therefore, for the 16Mn steel treated by Mg, the PAGS which contributes to the formation of IAF is approximately 130 µm, while the optimum austenitizing temperature is 1200℃.
3.4 In situ observation of phase transformation

Fig. 8 shows the results of in situ morphological development of phase transformation for the No.1 austenitized at 1200°C for 600 s. The inclusions located in the small green circles indicate the nucleation sites of IAFs, and the places within the small red squares show the sites of ferrite grain boundaries. It is interesting to note that there are some lines appear near the inclusions when the temperature dropped to 705°C in Fig. 8(a). However, since they were observed above 1000°C, they can be excluded high temperature. When the temperature dropped to 664°C, a little of ferrite precipitated and grew on AGBs and inclusions in the grains, as shown in Fig. 8(b). With the temperature decreasing, it can be seen that GBFs and IAFs nucleated and grew up rapidly based on the AGBs and inclusions respectively. Many studies[29-32] indicate that the size of inclusions as the nucleus of IAF are about 1µm. While the inclusions in No.1 were more large, their sizes were around 5µm, so the number of inclusions acting as nucleus was fewer as shown in Fig. 8(c), (d) and (e). When the temperature dropped to 586°C, part of secondary ferrites were induced by the primary ferrite phase as shown in Fig. 8(f). When the temperature dropped to 579°C, the transformation process of GBF and IAF was almost over as shown in Fig. 8(g). Fig. 8(h) is the microstructure of the other field of view. It can be seen that the nucleation inclusions were so few that the percentage of IAF was small.

![Images of microstructures at various temperatures](image-url)
Fig. 8. In situ morphological development of phase transformation for the sample No. 1 austenitized at 1200 °C for 600 s.

Fig. 9 shows the results of in situ morphological development of phase transformation for the No. 3 austenitized at 1200 °C. When the temperature dropped to 654 °C, a little of ferrite would precipitate at AGBs, which is indicated by red small blocks in Fig. 6(b). On the one hand, the cause could be that the energy barrier near the AGBs was lower than intragranular inclusions. On the other hand, the diffusion rates of chemical elements at AGBs were faster. So it can be concluded that AGBs could be the preferential nucleation sites of ferrite during the transformation of the undercooled austenite. However, a little of IAF may begin to nucleate and grow at intragranular inclusions as the small blue circle shown in Fig. 6(c), meanwhile, the amount of GBF increased significantly. The IAF dramatically increased and the GBF further grew with the decrease of temperature, as shown in Fig. 6(d). In conclusion, the nucleation process may be dominated by the effect of AGBs at the beginning of transformation. The IAF nucleation was then likely to be controlled by the inclusions as the transformation proceeded. Fig. 6(e), (f) and (g) show that most of the IGFs precipitate at the inclusions, at the same time, part of secondary ferrites were induced by the primary ferrite phase. When the temperature dropped to 528 °C, the processes of GBF and IAF evolution almost finished as shown in Fig. 6(h). From the above analysis it can be drawn, the temperature range for IAFs transformation was around 571 °C-627 °C.
the IAF nucleation and growth completed within a short time, which was about 12s. It is consistent with the results of the investigation in Reference [29].
Fig. 9. In situ observation of morphological development of phase transformation for the No.3 austenitized at 1200 °C for 600 s.

The IAF nucleation on inclusions in No.3 was analyzed by SEM and EDX as shown in Fig. 10. There were around three primary IAF lathes nucleated on the inclusions, indicated by black arrow in Fig. 10(a). The size was about 1~2 μm and the composition mineral phases were MgAl2O4 and Mg2SiO4 from the analysis of EDS, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 10. SEM and EDX analyses of IAF nucleation on inclusions in No.3, (a) SEM, (b) EDX.

Fig. 11 shows the results of in situ morphological development of phase transformation for the No.3 austenitized at 1000 °C. It can be seen that lots of BF form on the AGBs with temperature decreasing. By comparison with the situation of austenitizing at 1200 °C, the austenitizing temperature was so low that the austenite grains were very small, and it led to significant increase of the nucleation sites of GBF. Therefore, the nucleation and growth of ferrites were almost at AGB and a few inclusions can play the role in inducing IAF nucleation, as shown in Fig. 10(c), (d), (e) and (f).
3.5 Mechanism of nucleation

So far, a number of different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the function of non-metallic inclusions on the nucleation of IGF: (1) Increasing stress fields around the inclusions resulted from the differences in thermal expansion coefficients between austenite matrix and inclusions[34]; (2) There is a small
lattice disregistry between inclusions and ferrite, so the energy of nucleation of IGF on the inclusions is quite low to make it easier that IGF precipitates and grows[35]; (3) Inclusions can absorb Mn nearby the austenite to form the Mn-depleted zone and lower the stability of austenite, which inducing the IGF nucleation and growth on inclusions[36-38]; (4) Offering an inert surface that can reduce the nucleation free energy barrier for the ferrite embryo localized variations in chemical composition around inclusions[39]. Of these, (2) and (3) have the most persuasive suggestion.

According to the heterogeneous nucleation theory proposed by Turnbull[40], the disregistry between some low-index planes of inclusion and metal phase can be very small. The smaller the disregistry is, the lower the interfacial energy required for the transformation is, so it is easier for the nucleation of inclusion phase to take place and the grain size of crystallization becomes smaller. The two-dimensional model proposed by Bramfitt [35] is applied to calculate the lattice disregistry between inclusions and α-Fe phase, as shown by the Eq.(1).

\[
\delta^{(hk)} = \sum \frac{d_{[uvw]}}{3} \times 100\%
\]

where \((hk)\) is a low-index plane of the nucleus, \([uvw]\) a low-index direction of \((hk)\), \((hk)\) is a low-index plane of the nucleated phase, \([uvw]\) a low index direction of \((hk)\), \(d\) the interatomic spacing, and \(\theta\) the angle between \([uvw]\) and \([uvw]\).

It suggests that, when the disregistry is smaller than 6.0, the inclusion is extremely effective in inducing the IAF nucleation. If the value is between 6.0 and 12.0, it is moderately effective for the nucleation. However, if the value is greater than 12.0, it has no effect on the nucleation of IAF.

The disregistries between Mg-containing inclusions and α-Fe phase were calculated at 1185K (γ→α start temperature) and listed in the Table 2. The disregistries between MgAl2O4, MgO and α-Fe are as small as 0.6% and 4.03% respectively. Therefore, they can act as highly effective nuclei of α-Fe phase during γ→α transformation and facilitate the nucleation of IAF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Lattice structure</th>
<th>Lattice parameter, (a/\text{nm})</th>
<th>(a/a_{\alpha-Fe})</th>
<th>Disregistry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MgAl2O4</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>0.8155</td>
<td>2.845</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>0.4268</td>
<td>1.489</td>
<td>4.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgS</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>0.5272</td>
<td>1.839</td>
<td>9.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions

The effects of chemical compositions and austenitizing temperature on the formation of intragranular acicular ferrite (IAF) of 16Mn steel were systematically investigated by in situ observation of the evolution of IAF at Mg-containing inclusions using a high-temperature laser scanning confocal microscopy. The following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) Mg has a great effect on the inclusions and microstructures of 16Mn steel. The inclusions in 16Mn steel treated by Mg can be transformed into MgAl2O4, Mg2SiO4 and MgO. Trace amount of Mg can induce the IAF nucleation. With the increasing of Mg addition, the percentage of IAF in steel greatly increases. However, the optimum content of Mg in 16Mn steel is around 0.0022wt%.

(2) Austenitizing temperature has a great influence upon the microstructure and PAGS of the 16Mn steel treated by Mg. The optimum austenitizing temperature is about 1200℃ and the PAGS is around 130 μm in favour of the formation of IAF.

(3) The temperature range for IAF transformation is around 571-627℃, and the IAF nucleation and growth complete within a short time, which is about 12s.

(4) The disregistries between MgAl2O4, MgO and α-Fe are as small as 0.6% and 4.03%. It may act as highly effective nuclei of α-Fe phase during γ→α transformation and facilitate the nucleation of IAF.
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